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In memory of Björn Gustavsen
research is not only one of a number of ‘branches’ or ”
“ Action
competing ‘schools of thought’ but actually a main school...
action research finds its legitimacy in an ability to deal with
the traditional tasks of research in a way which is superior to
other schools of thought.
Björn Gustavsen (1938–2018)
Professor and Action Researcher
In Gustavsen (1992)
A core impetus of participatory and action research is making science relevant and useful
for solving pressing problems and improving social conditions, and enabling stakeholders to participate in research and development processes. There are claims in the community of participatory and action research of the potential for heightened scientific
excellence, but at the same time, there are critiques in the mainstream community that
more engaged, even activist, stances threaten scientific norms or that position these type
of research approaches outside the field of science, for example, as issues of application.
In the search of clarification of the scientific identity and the specific qualities of participatory and action research, scholars have been moving away from and sometimes have rejected traditional conceptions of quality. This leads to confusion about how to relate to
the discourse on research quality and scientific excellence in mainstream science. Integration in this discourse is important in order to attain academic legitimation in prevailing
institutions of science, for example, in applications for funding, in seeking to publish research, and in the acceptance of dissertations based on participatory and action research.
The purpose of this article is to contribute to this integration by reconstructing the way
traditional quality concepts – validity, reliability, and objectivity – can be fruitfully used in
expanded frameworks for quality where scientific excellence of participatory and action
approaches are visible and where mainstream science approaches also can be harboured. In this conceptual article, reconstruction of understanding of scientific inquiry is
first made based on a praxis-oriented epistemology inspired by pragmatism. Through rethinking truth as trustworthiness, new proposals for the conceptualization and frames for
research quality and scientific excellence are introduced. Second, a framework for understanding purpose in science and its basis in validity, reliability, and the core characteristics of participatory and action research is developed. Third, the turn to action, practice,
and participation enables plural ways of knowing and ways that knowledge claims can be
validated and made trustworthy. The article concludes that participatory and action research offers a broader landscape of purpose and validation than more traditional approaches to science. In a subsequent article, reliability and objectivity, and their use in
participatory and action research, will be clarified.
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Introduction
The quality discourse in the scientific community is
today both institutionalized and many-faceted based
both on dominant perspectives, often emanating from
positivist accounts, and, during recent decades, expanded qualitative approaches for doing scientific research. This has provided broadened and varied views
on research quality in qualitative research (Denzin &
Lincoln, 2011), partly also opening up the quality research arena for participatory and action research approaches (Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Lincoln & Guba, 1985;
Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). In this wider variety of research approaches and understanding of science, conceptions of quality are in flux. Furthermore, the quality
discourse does not yet fully recognize and incorporate
the special characteristics and purposes in participatory and action research approaches and tradition. In
this varied community and loose tradition, “action research” is a main appellation used (Bradbury-Huang,
2015; Reason & Bradbury, 2001a, 2008); other more or
less frequent connotations are “participatory action research” (Fals-Borda, 1979; Fals-Borda & Rahman, 1991;
Whyte, 1991), “participatory research” (Brown & Tandon, 1983; Hall et al, 1982), “interactive research”
(Nielsen & Svensson, 2006; Svensson et al., 2007), “collaborative inquiry/research” (Heron, 1996), and “engaged scholarship” (Van de Ven, 2007). A core impetus
of this intersecting variety of research approaches is
making science relevant and useful for solving pressing
problems and improving social conditions. An equally
important impetus is enabling stakeholders to participate in research and development processes. It points to
two basic norms in organizing and managing research
that can capture defining characteristics: a focus on action and practice and a focus on interaction, participation, and collaboration. Active and interactive research
roles and relations in scientific inquiry are distinguishing design parameters compared to mainstream science, where passive and distant positions are generally
the norm.
There are opportunities for doing better, higher-quality
research combining rigour and relevance that are not
fully recognized and focused on (Greenwood, 2002;
Gustavsen, 1992). However, quality in this type of research is unclear and has different meanings (Checkland & Howell, 1998; Coghlan & Shani, 2014; Eikeland,
2006, 2008, 2012; Feldman, 2007; MacIntosh & Bonnet,
2007; Martí & Villasante, 2009; Susman & Evered, 1978).
There is also a view that scientific excellence tends to
be compromised, at risk, or of lower scientific standards in participatory and action research (Bradburytimreview.ca

Huang, 2010; Bryman, 2016; Levin, 2012). The purpose
of this article is to develop an argumentation on how
quality in participatory and action research can be interpreted with a special focus on how to understand
and thus redefine central concepts such as validity, reliability, and objectivity. I will, in this first of two articles,
develop quality frameworks for participatory and action research based on a broader set of purpose in science and a wider understanding of validity and
validation. Reliability and objectivity in participatory
and action research will be the focus of a subsequent
article (Lindhult, 2019).
It should be noted that these quality concepts are contested and are sometimes rejected both in the qualitative research domain as well as in participatory and
action research. This motivates proposals of alternative
concepts of quality in the search for more adequate understanding of what is excellent in participatory and action research. In finding its own identity, a more
separatist approach is recognizable, pointing to dimensions different from other approaches and requiring its
own qualities and standards (Bradbury & Reason, 2001;
Reason & Bradbury, 2001b). For example, Peter Reason,
a leading researcher in the debate on the quality of action research and the search for its identity, points to
four such characteristic dimensions: 1) worthwhile
practical purposes, 2) democracy and participation, 3)
many ways of knowing, and 4) emergent developmental forms. These represent “a broad range of criteria beyond those of the empirical research paradigm” (Reason,
2006). In addition to Reason (2006), to my mind, one of
the most elaborate attempts is made by Herr and Anderson (2015; but there are others, e.g., Coghlan &
Shani, 2014), who point out that their notion of quality
“departs radically from those of both quantitative and
qualitative research”. But they want to retain the language of validity for strictly strategic reasons. Objectivity and reliability are not part of this strategic move (I
will deal with these concepts in the subsequent article).
Although they do not intend to “speak with an authoritative academic voice” about research quality for participatory and action research, they still want to provide
an authoritative voice for successfully completing dissertations, that is, works that have to be accepted in
academia, legitimized in this traditional institution for
science. Thus, academic legitimation is their strategic
goal in entering the traditional battlefield of scientific
quality by formulating alternative qualities for participatory and action research (e.g., democracy) in the cloak
of validity: dialogic validity, outcome validity, catalytic
validity, democratic validity, and process validity. They
are offering these criteria in the hope being “widely
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cited and summarized in mainstream research texts
(…) may provide the legitimation needed to get a dissertation through a less than totally sympathetic dissertation committee” (Herr & Anderson, 2015). To what
extent this tactic will succeed is still open; Herr and Andersson (2015) see their offering of validity criteria as
“tentative and in flux”. This might seem daunting for
people attracted to use participatory and action research approaches, but the situation of quality conceptions in flux also goes for the whole quality research
field with the use of the traditional concepts as contested (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Leung, 2015; Merriam &
Tisdell, 2016).
I agree that the institutionalization tactic propagated by
Herr and Anderson (2015) is a fair point and that it
might work well in the long run. My integrational aim is
instead based on a stronger claim: to speak in an authoritative scientific voice in the sense of providing convincing arguments for more fruitful conceptualization
of validity, objectivity, and reliability that can provide
good support and space for participatory and action research and having persuasive force in the ongoing academic debate on research quality. This reconstruction
is required to develop the status of participatory and action research as a not only acceptable, but also fully recognized and respected, family members in the
community of scientific approaches in the academic
community – and society at large.
Reconstructing understanding of scientific inquiry and
traditional quality concepts
In order to clarify scientific excellence in participatory
and action research, I will pinpoint epistemologically
favourable dimensions that participatory and action research approaches to inquiry can realize in effective,
high-quality research practices. It is a contribution to
clarify the ability of participatory and action research
“to deal with the traditional tasks of research in a way
which is superior to other schools of thought” (Gustavsen, 1992). It builds on advancement in understanding of the epistemological significance of action and
praxis pointing to an extended and pluralist epistemology (Heron, 1996). This requires rethinking of the
philosophy and practice of science, and this rethinking
often finds support in different dimensions of pragmatic- or practice-inspired philosophy (i.e., Dewey, 1939;
Habermas, 1971, 1984, 1987; Rorty, 1979; Schön, 1983;
Santos, 2014; Wittgenstein, 1984; Foucault, 1980). I will
here clarify the relation between science, inquiry, knowledge, and truth with the aid of John Dewey, particularly his emergent crystallization of his theory of
inquiry in his later years (Dewey, 1929, 1939).
timreview.ca

Dewey is criticizing the spectator orientation and the
subjectivism of established epistemology, where knowledge and the conceptions of truth are based on the
metaphor of mental mirroring of objects in a given, external reality (Dewey, 1929; Rorty, 1979, 1998). Dewey
argues that the development of knowledge cannot be
done purely mentally, just inside one’s head. “Men
have to do something to the things when they wish to
find out something; they have to alter conditions”
(Dewey, 1929). “A known object exists as the consequences of directed operations, not because of conformity of thought or observation with something
antecedent” (Dewey, 1929). When we are able to drive a
car, ride a horse, get a new product to work in a stable
way, that is, secure intended and valued consequences
projected as possibilities by our ideas that direct our action, we possess knowledge, we show intelligence.
Knowledge is not in this view accurate conceptual mirroring of a given reality, but instead it is of a reality constructed and harnessed to human ends. That is, data,
ideas, propositions, and laws are means of knowing,
not its objects (Dewey, 1929).
This points to an actor- and praxis-oriented view where
knowledge is the capacity to act to transform conditions to accomplish human aims and goods. Table 1 depicts core dimensions in a spectator-oriented and
praxis-oriented epistemologies and points to opportunities for research quality in a praxis orientation to knowledge and scientific inquiry.
Participatory and action research may be backed by a
spectator orientation to knowledge, for example, as enabling field experiments as the first generation of action
research used in its scientific legitimation. Overall, it
does not, in this orientation, receive much epistemological support but rather is perceived as disturbing the
research object through more active and collaborative
roles and relations. The scientific qualities, according to
the standard use of mainstream quality concepts, tend
to disfavour participatory and action research: validity
as the extent to which models, theories, or concepts correspond to features of reality; reliability as consistency
in measuring different dimensions (i.e., mirroring) of research objects; and objectivity as avoiding any “subjective” intrusion. Furthermore, participatory and action
research is, from a spectator view, seen as “activist” in
bringing in non-scientific values of human needs, utility, participation, and democracy into the understanding of science.
First, participatory and action research comes more into its own in a movement from a spectator orientation
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Table 1. Spectator- and praxis-based epistemological orientations

to a praxis orientation toward knowledge and scientific
inquiry. The character of knowledge is a less faithful depiction of a given reality (truth as correspondence) instead of a competent reconstruction of situations to
realize human goods. Knowledge is an outcome of competent and controlled inquiry, of intelligence: “Were we
to define science not in the usual technical way, but as
a knowledge that accrues when methods are employed
which deal competently with problems that present
themselves, the physician, engineer, artist, craftsman,
lay claim to scientific knowing” (Dewey, 1929). The potential for research quality is not in mirroring reality
but in warranting and enhancing the trustworthiness of
achieving human ends. Like with a global positioning
system (GPS) in an automobile, which extends the
driver’s sense of direction as a form of knowledge, the
point is not to mirror reality exactly. The precision of a
GPS is normally not more than in the range of 10 to 100
metres, but this is sufficient for the purpose (when combined with the driver’s training and recognition of road
signs and landmarks) and has satisfactory trustworthiness. The insights and tacit skills of the situated actors
is combined with the embedded rule-based expertise of
the GPS equipment in warranting judgments in ongoing inquiry and future action.
timreview.ca

Second, in a spectator orientation, knowledge and inquiry are ideally free from the interference of human interests, which can compromise research quality, a core
quality of “basic” research. In a praxis orientation, purposes and ends in trustworthy resolution of concerns
and problems, praxis improvements, and transformations are inherent in knowledge and inquiry as competent activity. It calls for consideration of a wider
spectrum of purposes as inherent in different forms of
scientific inquiry. As Dewey says, “If the living, experiencing being is an intimate participant in the activities
of the world to which it belongs, then knowledge is a
mode of participation, valuable in the degree in which
it is effective. It cannot be the idle view of an unconcerned spectator... knowing has to do with reorganizing
activity, instead of being something isolated from all
activity, complete in its own account.” (Dewey, 1946).
For example, by extending your knowing through using
a GPS, you reorganize your modes of transportation (incorporating consulting the GPS system to enhance your
sense of orientation), making it more effective in
achieving new and enhanced ends.
Third, in relation to stakeholders and others affected,
that is actors in and in relation to the context of the
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problem domain receive enhanced status beyond being
study objects and data sources (“respondents”). Instead
of research on subjects, a praxis orientation in science
shifts more to research with subjects as participants in
research. It calls for an extended epistemology where
the knowledgeability of actors is coming into focus and
the way it can enhance scientific excellence by mobilizing and pooling distributed forms of knowledge and research capacity. Fourth, the position of research and
researchers in a spectator orientation is detached and
passive, ideally outside research context in order to
avoid any epistemologically compromising interaction.
In a praxis orientation, the inquirer is not standing outside the problematic situation like a spectator. They are
engaged in it and in transaction with it. Researchers can
have various positions and roles. They can be a researcher with a particular responsibility for high-quality
inquiry but also as physician, engineer, artist, or craftsman, as Dewey is saying. The epistemologically transformed relation to actors in and related to the research
context and the situated positionality of the inquirers
opens up opportunities for scientific excellence through
situated, mutual learning and inquiry processes among
participants in different roles in co-producing knowledge. Here, open communication on equal terms
among participants is a way to unleash different forms
of knowing and inquiry and avoid dominance of a particular understanding of knowledge and knowledge interests (Gustavsen,1986; Habermas, 1984, 1987;
Kemmis, 2008; Santos, 2014). It points to participatory
and discursive democracy as a philosophical and practical point of departure for scientific, high-quality inquiry (Gustavsen, 1992, 2017; Lindhult, 2015).
Fifth, if we look around us, we see that reality is to a
large extent shaped and crafted by people through inquiry and knowledge creation, such as communication
and transportation praxes and systems. Thus, knowledge development about research objects cannot just
be depicting knowledge objects as they “are”. Through
scientific inquiry, research objects, such as cars, GPS
systems, the Internet, and social innovations such as
sharing and caring systems, are to a large extent created. Thus, there are opportunities for scientific excellence in trustworthy design and innovation of new or
improved objects to enhance human value and achieve
new projected ends. As Kurt Lewin said, indicating a
wider view of research quality, “creating, not predicting,
is the most robust test of validity-actionability” (Kaplan,
1998).
Generally, a praxis-oriented relation to inquiry urges us
to move from a contemplative and spectator orientation
timreview.ca

towards a creative and participatory orientation to inquiry (Reason, 2006; Reason & Bradbury, 2001a). Instead of the traditional conceptualization of truth as
correspondence, it is appropriate to use trustworthiness to indicate a plural, fallibilistic, and praxis-oriented view of knowledge. It is the degree to which
claims or constructions are worthy of our trust that
forms a basis for further inquiry and action. Validity, reliability, and objectivity are different qualities of trustworthiness of claims to knowledge. I will show how
these quality notions in mainstream research methodology are also fruitful in participatory and action research. In line with the purpose, this first article thus
addresses a wider spectrum of purposes and interests
for the understanding of research quality in scientific
inquiry, as well a wider variety of truth-developing and
justification practices that can warrant trustworthiness
of assertions and proposed actions.

Worthwhile Purposes in Science
What is science for? Beyond doubt, science has created
considerable benefits for people, organizations, and
communities. The questioning of received learning and
spaces for open, systematic searches for its advancement is fundamental in scientific activity (Alvesson &
Sandberg, 2013). However, the purpose beyond advancing scientific funds of knowledge is often seen as an extra-scientific concern, something entering in secondary
phases when scientific knowledge is to be applied for
improving practice and generating innovation. But,
purposes and aims can be seen as a constitutive feature
of what is defined as good research. A point of action
and participatory research is that the purpose of scientific activity is more than curiosity and more than basic research, traditionally seen as research free from
any consideration of purposes and interests. One distinguishing feature of action research is the focus on production of knowledge for worthwhile human purposes.
Not only is trustworthiness part of research quality but
so is “purpose-worthiness”. Thus, basic research is
rather basic in the sense of focusing on the fundamental needs and challenges of people, organizations, and
societies. Collaborative and participatory research, as a
consequence of being collaboration between different
stakeholders with various knowledge interests, need to
consider purposes beyond academic interests in advancing knowledge in particular disciplines of science. As
Habermas (1971) points out, knowledge is constituted
by human interests in managing and controlling conditions, in understanding, communication, and concertation in social situations, and in empowerment and
emancipation from unnecessary powers and hardships.
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The broadening of the framework for quality can be
connected to Habermas’ widened conceptualization of
truth, implying that knowledge claims are made and redeemed in a broader range of dimensions, not only
truth as correspondence with reality, but also efficiency/utility, normative rightness, and authenticity/truthfulness (Habermas, 1984, 1987).
Engagement and purpose have deeper groundings that
are also integrated in science. Ontologically, we human
beings are always already situated and engaged, or projected, as Heidegger (1962) says, in the world, constituted by needs as well as and challenges, dangers, and
opportunities experienced and imaginatively envisioned. Epistemologically, knowledge is something that
accrues and can be claimed to the extent that problems
and problematic situations can be dealt with competently and, thus, worthwhile purposes can be trustworthily approached and situations can be improved
(Dewey, 1939). Participatory and action research is to
an important extent, integrating elements of science of
design (Simon, 1996) and professional practice (Schön,
1983), where ideation and experimentation to construct
new, artificial objects to achieve goals are core dimensions in inquiry. Goals seeking is also an integral part.

A Wider Spectrum of Aims and Qualities
There are different dimensions of quality depending on
the main character of aims focused on in inquiry efforts, as shown in Table 2. I argue that participatory and
action research often wavers between different types of
aims. The discussions of “purpose worthiness” tend to
be lacking in elaboration in participatory and action research, according to Bradbury and Reason (2001). Often, some type of aim is emphasized while other aims
are downplayed or neglected. This may be acceptable
as long as it is made in a conscious way that is appropriate to the project and circumstances at hand. It is also
often difficult to distinguish between different aims in
practice, but I stress the importance of maintaining the
distinctions in order to make appropriate quality judgments. For example, participatory and action research,
coming out of a context where more radical social transformation is called for in order to improve the situation
of underprivileged groups (e.g., the southern tradition,
see Brown & Tandon, 1983), generally has a stronger
emphasis on normative-political aims. An important
emphasis is that people should do their own research in
order to democratize knowledge production and as
part of their self-liberation. On the other hand, academic research aims tend to be placed in the background
where it often seems to be enough that the knowledge
timreview.ca

that people produce is judged to be useful by the
people themselves in their struggle for liberation. While
this is an important and neglected dimension of scientific/research quality that participatory and action research quite rightly is emphasizing, there are also other
quality dimensions of this aim.
Table 2 indicates and exemplifies the way quality understanding, as well as the role of action, practice, and
practitioners, is shifting depending of areas of purpose
in knowledge production. High-quality, scientific knowledge can be developed in scientific inquiry aimed at
realization of different purposes, but quality is perceived differently. The academic type of purposefulness
is familiar, referring to advancement of knowledge in a
field of study, which in the dominant linear model is
autonomous basic research going further to application
and innovation in society. Where there is integration in
this process, it is clearly beneficial for society, but there
are also critics. Alvesson, Gabriel, and Paulsen (2017) argue that there has been decline in the quality of social
science research, with a proliferation of meaningless research of no value to society. The assumption is that
academics are doing research in order to get published,
not to say something socially meaningful. This view
leads to the rise of nonsense in academic research,
which represents a serious social problem leading to extensive waste of resources and costs to tax payers. This
indicates that participatory and action research, with a
focus on worthwhile purposes, has a role in restoring
meaning and value in social science by integrating academic research with human development. Alvesson,
Gabriel, and Paulsen’s (2017) analysis particularly focus
on the less worthwhile personal purpose in prevailing
system of knowledge production, something that also
requires structural transformation related to the normative-political domain in order to enhance social value
created in the system.
In the practical domain, actual change for solving problems and improving conditions is crucial for scientific
quality in realizing value, and workable, robust solutions. Often, practitioners have important roles in creating, testing, and assessing knowledge claims embedded
in new practices and methods. In this domain, usefulness and efficiency of solutions are focused on, that is,
what Weber (1978) calls rationality in relation to given
value frameworks (zweckrationalität). In the normativepolitical domain, the domain of Weberian value rationality (wertrationalität), frameworks for valuation and
structures of power are also questioned. Quality and
knowledge generation are, in this domain, focused on
the extent to which these frameworks and structures
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Table 2. Purpose domains and quality dimensions in participatory and action research

can be questioned and influenced and the extent to
which alternatives can be envisioned and generated,
and can sustainably transform conditions. There are
many areas and contexts where dominant value frameworks and related power structures need to be questioned and challenged as part of and enabled by
processes of scientific knowledge production, from recognition of and satisfying needs of marginalized
timreview.ca

groups to valuation and power shifts in today’s digital
transformation of industry and society in order to
achieve sustainable communities and a sustainable
planet. Here, the role of action, practice, and practitioners in knowledge generation is crucial to knowledge
generation in many ways, for example, by acting differently to expose and challenge ingrained norms and
power structures and by forming alliances that can test
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transformative hypotheses and effect change. As
Dewey (1939) says, in social inquiry, behavioural
changes and participation of the concerned are inherent in enacting and testing claims to knowledge beyond describing existing conditions.
Personal value is rarely mentioned as central in the research community, but, as I see it, it is most central to
and is even a prerequisite for the other value dimensions (Marshall, 2016; Reason, 2006). The subjective is
a necessary starting point for any research. It is recognized as an important research “instrument” in interpretative-oriented research. The “I” of science, the
actor in research, is an important ingredient in any research activity (Brown, 1996) and its capacity for excellence. If knowledge is to be developed, someone, often
several people in collaboration, have to learn
something new and significant. Based on this dimension, value creation is linked to what Reason and Bradbury (2001b) call “the flourishing of individual persons
and their communities”. Validity gains meaning from
authenticity, in other words, learning and development
that the individual feels “at home” in, recognizes, and
can identify with in relation to values and ideals. Reliability is the meaning of security – security and health
in development – with limited personal risks. The action dimension based on personal value for the involved can involve competence and career
development, self-reflection, self-realization, and identity formation. Practitioners’ importance and role gain
the character of equal partners in development and
learning, where the priority of what is considered valuable development and learning often varies between
those involved.
A similar differentiation of aims of inquiry often referred to is the distinction made between “for me” (the
personal value and development), “for us” (the people
wanting praxis improvement), and “for them” (those
outside the context of change, requiring consideration
of the wider significance of achievements) (Reason &
Torbert, 2001). In addition, there is a broader politicalethical definition of aims including such values as freedom, democracy, and justice, for example, “us” as part
of a group aiming to improve the underprivileged
status of certain groups such as workers, impoverished
people, and people with disabilities based on values institutionalized in the community at large. A basic point
of participatory and action research is that quality can
be achieved from the point of view of different types of
aims and thus a broader range of interested parties in a
mutually beneficial way.
timreview.ca

The ideal is that these different interests can be
furthered by the same activities (Clark, 1976), for example, experimentation that is enabling creativity and
learning, generation of new knowledge (e.g., concerning
an understanding of a problem or a transformative hypothesis), and forceful action for resolution of problems
and transforming situations. In each context or project,
the combination of purpose must also integrate interests of parties and stakeholders to a sufficient degree
so that a common ground can be established based on
mutual agreement and shared understanding. Note that
good inquiry management is needed to achieve such
mutually beneficial aims in a workable and efficient
way. Aims and purposes do not combine harmoniously
and automatically; it requires organization and management by those responsible for participatory and action
research initiatives. This is a basic challenge in managing participatory and action research so as to empower different parties, to critically reflect on existing
power relations and their implications and possible
transformation, and to build collaborative power
among stakeholder for common participatory and action research enterprises and ventures (Gaventa & Cornwall, 2008; Hafting & Lindhult, 2013).

Rethinking Validity
Creating trustworthiness is a pluralistic enterprise and
so is validity. Validity means reaching sound and grounded claims to knowledge. Traditionally, this has been
the domain of conceptions and practices of truth. I will
draw on different perspectives on and theories of truth
to identify different approaches to validation of knowledge, which can also be seen as different designs of inquiry systems (Churchman, 1971). These perspectives
are also used in everyday assessment of knowing in
practice, such as sensing, testing, consulting with others
or with texts, discussing, integrating pictures of evidence, and debating people with different views
(Lindhult, 2008). The different perspectives are also related to different forms of knowledge (e.g., practical and
theoretical, tacit and explicit, physical and cultural) and
procedures of inquiry. Quality, as well as the understanding of action and participation in inquiry, is also
dependent on orientations to inquiry, for example, positivist, interpretative, critical, constructivist, pragmatic
(Johansson & Lindhult, 2008; Lindhult, 2002). The quality dimensions achieve different emphasis and conceptualization depending on dominant orientation. For
example, a good representation (positivist orientation)
is able to match propositions with data about reality
(correspondence view of validity), a good interpretation
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(interpretative orientation such as hermeneutics) is
able to integrate different meaning making elements into a whole (coherence view of validity), while a good
critical hypothesis (critical orientation) is able to unmask coercive power relations and can be vindicated
through discourse free from distorting power influences (discursive view of validity). Participatory and action research provides particular opportunities for
validation compared to other approaches to inquiry. At
the same time, participatory and action research also
has its particular validity weaknesses and risks. A core
issue of inquiry management is to exploit these opportunities and, at the same time, minimize weaknesses.
As an orientation for inquiry management and judgment of quality, Table 2 gives an overview of different
dimensions of validation and its relation to participatory and action research.
Correspondence validation
Correspondence validation is the dominant conception
of truth and validity in science. It is a process where
ideas about research objects are matched to empirical
material, action, and experience. It is an interaction
between guiding assumptions and research constructs,
its operationalization in concrete research activities,
and its extended networks of directly experienced and
interpreted implications and consequences. Construct
validity is used to assess the extent to which concepts
and models (i.e., constructs) can faithfully depict objects of knowledge and their characteristics. Internal
validity is evidenced by patterns of dynamics and causal relations in the area of study while external validity is
evidenced by patterns that can be inferred to similar
areas and contexts or more generally. These forms of
validation can also be dealt with through the other validation procedures described in Table 2.
The assumption of generality of knowledge assessed in
external validation is often played down in qualitative
research as well as in participatory and action research
(Coghlan, 2016). The assumption of generality, inspired
by ideals from natural science, as not only a quality of
knowledge but a standard of knowledge, tends to downgrade social and cultural knowledge to an imperfect
and “anecdotal” status. It is already mentioned by Bacon (1960), a founder of modern science, as type of idol,
an illusion of the mind, in adhering to false analogies
and assuming greater order and regularity in the world
than is actually the case. Still the wider import and
validity of knowledge is an important quality dimension. Greenwood and Levin (2006) are tuning down external validity to “transcontextual credibility”: the way
knowledge can have validity in different contexts. Partitimreview.ca

cipatory and action research provides opportunities for
access to measurement/testing possibilities, where
matching concepts and objects of knowledge can be developed and more grounded conceptualization can lead
to increased construct validity. Internal validation can
be increased by mobilizing a broader range of knowledgeable individuals. In the domain of some design sciences, such as various engineering and professional
disciplines, external validation can be rather high (e.g.,
medical treatment) or product development (e.g., think
of the rather broad validation in the uses of mobile communication systems). But evidence from action research shows that pure copying as a mechanism for
generalization seldom works. It assumes that knowledge structures could be successfully standardized and
“frozen” in practices, methods, and tools with a degree
of context independence or robustness. But, external
knowledge elements often tend to be used in combinatorial, associational, and inspirational ways in developing contextual solutions appropriate for each situation,
such as in a new organization of work suitable for a particular workplace. Furthermore, participation in the creation of sustainable, local solutions among those
concerned is often required to mobilize local knowledge
and build necessary commitment (Gustavsen, 1992).
Lincoln and Guba (1985) reconceptualize external validation as transferability. This shifts the responsibility for
validation from the developer of knowledge more to the
user of it in others’ situations and contexts. A precondition is that the researchers have documented the knowledge to a sufficient degree (i.e., they have a sufficiently
“thick” description) so that other users are able to understand and integrate it in their own inquiry. What is
more general might be the generative mechanisms used
(e.g., procedures of inquiry, dialogic procedures) to create solutions to problematic situations rather than generality of certain knowledge elements in particular
solutions. The attractiveness of a correspondence view
is partly conditioned on the dominant spectator and
visual metaphor of knowledge focused on correct mirroring of a given reality. Then, active and collaborative
research roles tend to be seen as irrelevant to or at risk
of disturbing and corrupting the “true” relation of concepts and mental models on the one hand and data
about objects given in reality on the other. With a more
pragmatic and praxis orientation to science, correspondence is more something created by competent inquiry in the relation secured between ideas and their
consequences. Then other dimensions of validation described below are put in play, giving more credibility
and greater leeway for participatory and action research
to enact scientific validation.
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Coherence validation
Coherence validation focuses on how different empirical, interpretative, and conceptual elements can be integrated and thus mutually reinforce one another in a
meaningful and reasonable whole, such as a theory or
conceptual framework. This is the main validity dimension in interpretative research in developing interpretations that can function as meaning nexus in
understanding (see, e.g., Dilthey, 1979), which is also
evident in methods of triangulation of various data
sources or assessments, for example, in case research,
and in systemic explanations. Participatory and action
research provide opportunities for considerable richness and variety of experience/data and meaning relations as well as can take advantage of interpretative
capacities of stakeholders, but may also lead to overburden by richness of experience and meaning, and to fragmentation rather than validation. On the other hand,
objects of knowledge do not only display harmonious
unity but also differences, anomalies, tensions, and conflicts, which can point to additional and deeper understanding of a plural reality and a more critical
perspective on coherence validation, for example, in reflexive interpretative work (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2018).
Discursive validation
Discursive validation is a significant opportunity and
aim in collaborative and participatory research approaches in mobilizing different expertise and forms of
knowing of a broader range of people. This is in line
with emphasizing dialogic and democratic validity in
participatory and action research (Herr & Anderson,
2015; Reason, 2006). Discursive validation as a procedure also occurs in the research methodological literature, for example, in the form of feedback of printed
interviews (e.g., in respondent validation or “member
checks”). The starting point is then often that the researcher has produced some text or material that the
practitioners are invited to react to and comment on,
and thus validate. The ideal within participatory and action research is also that researchers and practitioners
together can make experiences, generate data, analyze
and produce conclusions, or even that practitioners
themselves do research about their reality (often called
practitioner research), often with the support of experienced researchers. Discursive validation is something
that can be continuous in the interaction and affect different phases and parts of the work, and thus affect the
outcomes of inquiry. Practitioners can reflect on and
give views on experiences and events in the inquiry process. It is important that there are good forums in the
collaborative processes where validating dialogue can
be carried out. There is often a need for continuous
timreview.ca

work to build such forums in the form of open, democratic dialogue and exchange between participants.
Here, one can see the research role as a “publican role”,
an audience- or public-supportive role that aims to
open up communicative spaces (Kemmis, 2008) and create a basis for dialogue on equal terms between different
parties involved (Gustavsen, 1992; Lindhult, 2005;
Pålshaugen, 2002). It means organizing interactive and
collaborative learning processes generating high-quality
knowledge for all participants. A dominance-free communication in the spirit of Habermas (1984) between
competent and concerned persons, who, through discussion, strive for coordinated understanding and practical agreements. This relates to the idea of open, public,
critical conversation between equal citizens as a way of
sifting out “truth” and utilizing common intelligence to
find solutions to societal problems.
Wider discursive validation is a central ambition within
participatory and action research. It clearly provides additional opportunities for validation but also leads to a
number of difficult issues in itself. The researcher may
be given a privileged expert role and is considered by
their academic affiliation to have a better knowledge or
analytical ability. It creates trusting relationships that
can make it more difficult to openly and critically discuss different issues (Svensson et al., 2007). The discourse and language use of the research community, as
well as the interests of knowledge, can be widely different from the practice’s discourse and language use,
which leads to translation problems as well as negotiation rather than dialogue. What should be validated,
who should participate, and how it can be carried out in
a satisfactory way, are often not so easy to clarify. An
agreement based on the combined expertise of actual
participants may lack some important insight and learning. Time and motivation are often limiting factors for
broader participation, there are often status differences
and unequal recognition of expertise, as well as limited
opportunities for different parties to familiarize themselves with issues relevant to the research. But, with all
its limits, it is a procedure commonly used in the scientific community. The point in participatory and action
research is to extend its uses to include additional
parties in society.
Practical validation
Practical validation involves trying out ideas, approaches, theories, hypotheses, and solution proposals
in practice and seeing how they “work” and create, or do
not create, expected or novel effects (Dewey, 1939). This
type of validation is included in the experimental focus
of action research (Lewin, 1946), in the field experiment
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idea, as well as in experience-based learning (Schön,
1983). It is a common view on how action research is
conducted and is incorporated in action research cycle
models (Coghlan & Brannick, 2014, McNiff et al., 1996;
Stringer, 1999). Practical validation in live settings is a
significant comparative advantage in action and participatory research, both in developing and testing knowledge claims and in realizing practical usefulness and
transformation. To the extent that validation in real-life
practice is necessary for particular knowledge claims to
gain sufficient trustworthiness, all research needs to
emulate aspects of action and participatory research – or
else be based on less scientific everyday trial-and-error
learning often seen as outside the domain of science. In
line with a practical view on validation, Gustavsen (2014)
emphasizes “participative constructivism” as a point of
departure in validating “the ability of those concerned to
themselves create and shape the society in which they
live. It is these broadly framed movements that represent the primary generalization of action research knowledge, not textually expressed claims to generality, nor
the specific measures applied to broaden and strengthen
the movements.” Thus, the shift and movement in practice is important in validation. As Dewey (1939) points
out, in social inquiry (e.g., investigation of the validity of
ways of organizing health care for rehabilitation of mental illness), it is not only agreement in discourse that is
needed but also consonance in practices of organizing
and practically validating the workability of models. To
wait for some actors to try out new models is an option,
but Dewey (1939), as well as Simon (1996), in developing
a science of design, saw in the focus on experimentation
also designing research situations where new models
and artefacts are developed and tested and new experience systematically developed as important for valid scientific advance. It should be noted that general shifts in
practice are indicators of practical validation based on
inquiry and the learning of people involved, but are dependent on the standards of inquiry used. Both trustworthy claims and misconceptions can be diffused in
practice depending on the degree to which inquiry is
competent, that is, to what extent it lives up to scientific
standards. In principle, the basic norms and practices
for good knowledge creation and competent inquiry do
not differ between scientific and everyday inquiry, only
the degree to which they are used (i.e., situated problem
and purpose formulation, development and test of suggestions for resolution, reasoned argumentation, systematic creation of evidence in experience, good use of
available knowledge and inquiry capacity, consideration
of alternative hypotheses for resolution, control of bias,
openness for review and further inquiry, etc.) (Dewey,
1903/1976, 1939). Still, even the best inquiry can fail.
timreview.ca

Intuitive, dialectical, and perspectivist validation
I see the four validation procedures described above as
the most common in validating knowledge claims. To
show a broader spectrum, I would like to mention
three other validation approaches. Intuitive validation
is based on knowledgeable persons who have a rich
and extensive experience base from a particular activity, which provides the basis for a refined judgment in
the domain of experience. A difficulty for outsiders is to
examine the basis for an intuitive assessment. Track records of earlier judgments and how long the person
has built up their knowledge base and judgment, as
well as how close the area the person has worked are
proxies. It is recognized in qualitative research in using
length of time in the field interacting with and participating in research situation as indicator of validity. Articulation of the tacit knowledge base and the basis for
the assessments through dialogue and reflection, so
that these also become available and critically accessible by others (Nonaka, 1994; Schön, 1983), is also a
“truth tactic”.
The other two, dialectical and perspectivistic validation, both assume that reality is multifaceted. Dialectical validation means letting knowledge claims be
confronted with their opposites in order to call in their
possibilities and limitations and possibly achieve a synthesis of the opposites at a higher level. Hegelian logic
is here a point of reference. Perspectivist validation is
instead based on the assumption that it is the richness
of perspectives that enables approaching a greater
validity. Because several parties are involved in the research process, and that it is often closer to real situations with their openness to different interpretations
and perspectives instead of assuming a predetermined
theoretical view, such validation within participatory
and action research is promoted. Both of these validation procedures increase the polyphony of various
voices in the research, which is a general trend in participatory and action research. Such validation can be
problematic in that it reveals ambiguities and conflicts
that need to be addressed and can lead to a confusing
cacophony of voices. At the same time, communicative
openness is something that, on the basis of these dimensions of validation, is inevitable to approach a
high-quality understanding of science.
Table 3 condenses the discussion on different validation dimensions. My hope is it can provide an overview
of different validation opportunities and their relation
to participatory and action research as a guide for organizing and managing research practices for validating different knowledge claims.
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Table 3. Validity dimensions and validation practices

Conclusion
In this article, I have reconstructed the understanding
of scientific excellence and research quality in participatory and action research in order to set out a clearer
and more secure path for its scientific development.
First, a reconstruction of understanding of scientific inquiry has been made based on a praxis-oriented epistemology inspired by pragmatism. Science is not only
faithfully depicting existing objects of research but is, to
a significant extent, creating them, which implies a
movement towards “participatory constructivism”
(Gustavsen, 2014). I have particularly focused on proposals of a wider role of purpose and a plural character
of validation in participatory and action research.
I am aware that my proposals for reconstruction are upsetting basic assumptions of “scientificness” inherited
from the Greeks and further institutionalized in the
16th and 17th century scientific revolution (Toulmin,
1990, 2001; Toulmin & Gustavsen, 1996) based on a
spectator view of knowing and a copying focus of inquiry. In mirroring reality, it is quite reasonable to stay
timreview.ca

free from values, purposes, and interests and avoid “activist” stances that participatory and action research is
perceived to be using. If ultimate validation is correspondence with given reality, alternative validation tends
to be seen as secondary or preliminary to this ultimate
validation. That people agree on and act according to a
claim may be indication of its truth, but is not really
truth before correspondence has been established. But,
if actionability is part of knowledge and truth as trustworthiness, then the purposes that action is to further
and engagement of involved is inherent in science.
A framework for understanding purpose in science and
its basis in validity, reliability, and the core characteristics of participatory and action research is developed.
Participatory and action research require considering a
broader spectrum of purpose. I do not claim that this
framework is unique. It is offered as indicative of important domains of purpose that are as far as unavoidable to
consider in scientific inquiry. I hope that the framework
can support proposals in participatory and action research project development, and the judgement of “purpose worthiness” as combination and balance between
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different domains of purpose in a research context comprising several parties and stakeholders. “Purpose-worthiness” of research can be considered with the help of
the spectrum of forms and practices of validation described in the article. The turn to action, practice, and
participation enables plural ways of knowing and ways
that knowledge claims can be validated and made trustworthy. This broader landscape of validation and the
way participatory and action research can enable different forms of validation are described and elaborated.
These forms of validation can be embedded and enabled in various research and development practices.
Both frameworks are pointing to and clarifying the
broader terrain of research quality in participatory and
action research, in which specific projects can be positioned to produce appropriate and high-quality
achievements, and pinpoint and try to deal with quality
deficiencies and risks. My aim has been to contribute to
an integration with mainstream discourse through clarifying the way traditional quality concepts can be fruitfully used in an expanded framework for quality where
scientific excellence of participatory and action research is visible and both participatory and action research and mainstream science approaches can be
harboured. In a following article (Lindhult, 2019), reliability and objectivity and their use in participatory and
action research will be clarified and the way rethinking
and reconstructing these traditional quality concepts
can support mainstreaming of participatory and action
research in scientific community. My integrational aim
is not only to clarify a specific epistemology and understanding of scientific excellence for participatory and
action research but to offer it as also fruitful for the scientific community at large as an input to a wider debate
on the character of scientific inquiry, scientific excellence, and research quality.
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